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From the Head Master

If a theme emerges from this edition of
In Focus, it is the value of perseverance
– the willingness to try, try and try again
when something isn’t easy.
Whether they are learning to dance, to
speak a new language or to sail a night
passage through oil fields on our Tall Ship,
Jolie Brise, persistence and resilience
are among the most important qualities that
our pupils need.
The skills these activities demand may vary
but the challenges they present can be
similarly daunting. The rewards, however, are
well worth it.
Pupils and staff speak of the thrill of
achievement when you have what Head of
Dance Kirsty Glynn describes as “that eureka
moment”, whether it comes when you
conduct your first conversation in a foreign
language, master a difficult piece of
choreography or sail triumphantly into port
after a rough voyage.
The result is growing self-confidence, selfbelief and the knowledge that our pupils can
reach their goals if they work towards them
consistently – a lesson that will be invaluable
throughout their lives.

salve
ola
hallo
您好

χαιρε
bonjour
ciao
ابحرم

In the internet age, the world speaks English, which may
explain why the number of students taking foreign
languages at A level and beyond is on the slide
nationally – but Dauntsey’s is bucking the trend.
Many pupils continue with a language at A level,
others dip in to a new language through clubs and
societies and a growing number are choosing to
combine a language with another subject at university.

L

anguages are more than an
academic subject. They are the
doorway to other cultures and
societies, an insight into different
thought patterns and approaches and, above
all, a lifelong skill that enables all linguists to
communicate more effectively, whatever
language they are speaking at the time.
This is the context in which both modern
and ancient languages are set at Dauntsey’s.
Of course, pupils need to understand the
building blocks of each language but here,
lessons are more likely to involve a lively
debate on a topical issue than poring over
grammar. Weekly chats with native speaking
language assistants give older pupils, from
the Fifth Form up, a chance to practise what
they have learned.
Our fresh approach begins in the First Form,
where children are introduced to a selection
of foreign languages. Half are introduced to
French and Latin for six months, while the
other half learn German and Spanish. At
February half term, they swap, so they get a
taste of four languages.
Head of German Tory Wilks believes this is
one of the reasons that languages are
thriving here.
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understand that languages are an important
skill. And we have great trips!”
The school runs language-based trips for
pupils of all ages, from an outing to
Fishbourne for Lower School classicists
studying King Cogidubnus and the Romans
to exchange visits. In the last year alone,
language students have visited Berlin,
Granada, the Rhineland, Rome and Toulouse,
giving them the chance to immerse
themselves in different cultures, practise for
their oral exams – and eat lots of ice cream.
All the heads agree that, as well as enjoying
these opportunities, pupils are becoming

“Very few pupils have any previous exposure
to German and if they preselected the
languages they wanted to learn, German
would have died a death,” she explains.
“Instead, they pick the languages they
feel comfortable with. They have ownership
of the decision.”
Dauntsey’s also marks itself out by offering
a wide range of modern and ancient
languages at all levels. Pupils continue with
two, sometimes three languages in the
Second and Third Forms and to GCSE. In the
Fourth Form, they can add GCSE Greek,
Mandarin and Arabic, which are studied offtimetable. French, German, Spanish, Greek
and Latin are currently offered at A level.
Even if a pupil does not continue with a
language at A level, the clubs and societies
offer the chance to learn something new,
such as beginners’ Italian, Mandarin or
Arabic, while committed linguists can add to
their range of languages in their spare time.
Universities are often impressed by this choice.
“It’s a mark of the academic calibre of the

“When you go to another country, the most important
thing is being able to communicate. The opportunity
of working and living abroad in the future really
appeals to me.” George Webster – taking French and German at A level
school that we offer Greek, for example,”
says Ayesha Webb, Head of Classics.

more aware of the long-term benefits of
studying a language.

“The pupils recognise and appreciate what
Classics has to offer, in terms of their
education and cultural understanding.”

“They know a language is well-regarded
by universities and that it is something they
can always pick up in the future or continue
with up to A level and beyond,” says Annie
Evans, Head of Spanish.

Both staff and pupils are passionate about
their subjects – which is what Penny
Harrison, Head of French, believes is at the
heart of languages at Dauntsey’s.
“The staff’s enthusiasm and love for the
language they teach come across, while the
pupils’ faces light up when they come to a
languages class – they love it,” she says.
“The careers and management teams

“There’s also a realisation that languages are
a skill for life, not just a qualification or an
acquired chunk of knowledge. It’s about
making yourself stand out for universities and
employers – and being able to understand
and share your ideas with people from very
different places.”

WHY LEARN…
CLASSICS

SPANISH

FRENCH

GERMAN

“The grammatical bases of
Latin and Greek make them
quite challenging, so students
gain more rigour in their
thinking. Classics also provides
an important insight into our
cultural heritage.”

“Spanish is the third most-spoken
language in the world, spoken by
450 million people in 26 countries
– and that doesn’t include the
50 million people in the USA
whose first language is Spanish.
If our English-speaking pupils
learn Spanish, they have two of
the world’s top three languages.”

“French is the official language
of the United Nations and the
international language of
cooking and fashion. It leads to
an appreciation of the beautiful
literature and culture of the
country – and it’s really fun.”

“Academically stretching,
German gives you an
understanding of how language
works – you learn how to
construct an effective sentence,
write with clarity and present an
argument. Many of our pupils
find themselves able to discuss
topics that their peers would
find hard even in English.”

Ayesha Webb

Annie Evans

Penny Harrison

Tory Wilks

Dauntsey’s

Best foot

forward

Public schools are more often associated with hearty sports and
high-flying academic achievement than dance – but Dauntsey’s
has broken the mould with a pioneering approach that proves
dance is for every pupil, from the hesitant to the elite. Head of
Dance Kirsty Glynn explains how everyone benefits, in the
classroom as well as on the stage and the dancefloor.

W

hen I meet parents, more
often than not the first
question they ask is,
“How do you get them to
dance?” In truth, when pupils arrive at
Dauntsey’s in the Lower School, I spend most
of my time persuading them that they can
already dance, rather than teaching them
how to do it.
It’s made easier because dance is on the
timetable, so everyone does it, whether
they’ve come here with a history of dance
classes or are complete novices. The have-ago atmosphere that pervades the School is
the clincher.
Watching a child have that eureka moment
when they have just mastered a complicated
move or performed an entire routine without a
mistake is hands down the best part of my job.
You see their self-confidence blossom, shy
people becoming outgoing, nervous people

suddenly up for taking a risk. Part of that is
down to the supportive atmosphere in classes
and clubs – it’s a joint venture, teamwork is
crucial and everyone is so positive and
helpful. Unusually, we have dance scholars
who act as role models and mentors, giving
the others something to aim for.
All of that feeds back into their academic
work, their social life and their sporting
interests. It’s a virtuous circle. Once they’re
hooked, we do everything possible to make
dance truly accessible.
Pupils have a strong voice in choosing the
styles they want to pursue, which are usually
musical theatre and street dance rather than
conventional ballet, although we do run
ballet classes if enough pupils are interested.
Currently, dance clubs also include jazz,
cheerleading, contemporary and tap, so
there’s something for everyone. If you’re
really keen, you can dance twice a day.

The shows are a big attraction, too. There’s a
musical every winter and the annual dance
show every spring. It’s become a rite of
passage, with every child in the First and
Second Forms performing two dances. And
when you have the chance to appear in
iconic productions such as Mama Mia! and
Jesus Christ Superstar, with Miss Saigon
having a West End transfer, then it’s easy to
build enthusiasm.
The standard the pupils achieve is
phenomenal, so we started attending
competitions to give the most talented
dancers a chance to push their boundaries.
Last summer, we fielded four teams at a
national cheerleading and dance contest in
the Copper Box Olympic stadium in London
and came away with two second places and
our elite jazz team, Dauntless, crowned
national champions. The other staff there
assumed our teams came from a dance school
– they couldn’t believe that we could achieve
so much somewhere that didn’t specialise.
The pupils were also behind the introduction of
dance as a GCSE and A level subject. They were
coming to me and asking for it, saying, “I want
to be a dancer, I’d love to do this.” It’s actually
quite a tough academic subject, especially at
A level, with criticism, anatomy and physiology
to master – not a soft option at all.
Some of them are now preparing for
auditions for the National Youth Dance
Company and leading dance schools, such
as Rambert. But the approach here is that
everyone can dance and dance is for
everyone. It’s a pleasure that they will carry
through life.
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LORD OF
THE FLIES
There’s no problem in persuading girls to
dance but boys can be reluctant. Becoming
the first school to stage Matthew Bourne’s
Lord of the Flies last summer changed that.
We were approached by Bourne’s New
Adventures company, largely as a result of
the major musicals the School has staged,
and their one real question was, “Are you
sure you have the boys?”
We certainly do, as the production showed.
The all-boy cast of 30, ranging in age from
11 to 18, were lucky to have the chance to
work with New Adventures’ tour director
and responded with a performance that
earned plaudits even from the professionals.
“The whole performing arts team at
Dauntsey’s did a fantastic job of realising our

production of Lord of the Flies,” says James
Mackenzie-Blackman, executive director of
New Adventures. “The talent, storytelling
and staging were exceptional. All of us who
got to see the show found the experience
very moving.”

Dance for boys has become cool – they have
realised that dancers are elite athletes. We
have now established a 15-strong all-boy
dance group, GNI (Girls Not Invited), who will
perform at the 2016 dance show and are
working towards taking part in competitions.

Ed Morgan, 12, has been dancing since he
was seven – he appeared in Lord of the Flies

professional, learning new skills, being pushed to my limits and going
further than I’d ever thought I could.

My brother dragged me along to a street dance class about five years
ago because he wanted moral support. He dropped out but I loved it
– I can explain my feelings through dance, so I began to do jazz and
tap as well. Then he went to Dauntsey’s and I saw a lot of the shows
before I came here, so I knew the chances I could get.

My parents were thrilled – they’re really big fans of Matthew Bourne.
My mother takes the Scottish reeling class here at Dauntsey’s but my
dad’s really embarrassing because he tries to dance as well.

I’ve always danced in class and clubs but Lord of the Flies was a really
big offer. I’d been in the dance show and out of the blue I was asked
to join the cast. The whole experience was amazing, working with a

Atlanta Hatch, 16, is one of Dauntsey’s dance
scholars and hopes to become a professional dancer
I’ve done ballet since I was two and tap and modern dance since I was
six but I’ve moved to a whole new level since coming to Dauntsey’s.
I dance every day, usually twice a day, as well as running the junior jazz
dance club, appearing in musicals and the dance show and competing
nationally. I was also lucky enough to be assistant choreographer on
Lord of the Flies – it almost made up for not having any parts for girls!
I’m quite academic as well – I’m in the Lower Sixth and taking
English, history, Latin, drama and dance at AS level. I don’t have a
problem integrating my dancing and my academic work. You just
have to be organised and disciplined – decide what you’re going to
do and do it. I enjoy it all.
If I hadn’t come here, I might have gone to dance school but this
has been the best of both worlds, full of incredible opportunities
and with a wider perspective than a specialist school could have
given me. It’s built my confidence and leadership skills and has given
me a real appreciation of teamwork.
I hope to go on to dance school and specialise in ballet, contemporary
and jazz dance.

Since then, I’ve really focussed on dancing more, taking lots of
classes and clubs – every spare hour I get, I dance. It’s taught me to
set my sights high and just go for my goals. It’s more than a hobby –
I’d like to become a dance or sports teacher.

All hands
on deck
Dauntsey’s is the only school in
the country to have its own Tall Ship,
the famous Jolie Brise

N

amed after France’s equivalent of the Beaufort scale
force five wind, she was launched in 1913 at Le
Havre and, after refits, is still essentially the same
boat. She is a class 0 – allowed to go anywhere in
the world, at any time.

Crewed by Dauntsey’s pupils, she’s won hundreds of races, including
three Tall Ships Race Series. But there is more to sailing Jolie Brise than
racing, says Head of Sailing Toby Marris.
“For some pupils, it’s social. Others are there for the sailing and they
all take a great deal of pride in the boat,” he says.
“For all of them, it’s a big confidence-builder. They walk a foot taller
when they come off the boat, especially after their first time. One
father took me to one side and said, ‘You took my boy away and he’s
returned a man’ after he’d sailed the North Atlantic.
“The crews have seen whales and dolphins. One played football
against the crew of a Norwegian whaling ship at midnight in the
Arctic. Another saw Independence Day fireworks in New York
harbour. They’ve seen waterspouts and storm petrels landing on the
deck. They’ve seen incredible things that they could not have
experienced anywhere else. For some, it’s life-changing.”
Here, three student sailors give their take on life on Jolie Brise.

OLLIE BARNES – Upper Sixth
Ollie has sailed on Jolie Brise several times, most recently on the
Tall Ships Race from Belfast to Ålesund in Norway in gale force winds
and mountainous seas.
My first impressions… were that it was going to be bigger, from
what the older boys told me, but it is a really homely boat. Of the Tall
Ships, it’s really a working boat and I like that about it. Other Tall
Ships are massive square riggers like in Pirates of the Caribbean. It’s
one of the smaller Tall Ships but that doesn’t mean that it’s not the
quickest. It’s comfortable, if a bit tight at times.
The best bit… was the last voyage. The sailing was wonderful. We
moored the boat under sail, made it go backwards, covered 200
miles in 24 hours and on the way to Norway sailed through oil fields
at night, which was amazing. People do find it a bit scary to be out in
the middle of nowhere with massive waves crashing onto the deck
but the oil rigs are big enough to miss. It rained from day one all the
way across and there was one massive storm when we had to take
the boat into the Isle of Harris in the Outer Hebrides for the night. It
didn’t phase me – I’d signed up to take the boat across the North Sea
and that’s what we were going to do.
The worst bit… was just before we got into Ålesund. We had to
scrub the boat of all the sea sick because some people did get ill.
I’ve learned… that teamwork and resilience are the key. You hardly
get any sleep because you’re doing nightshifts and you’re lucky if you
get six hours of sleep at a time. You might not know anyone going
on the boat with you, so you learn to make friends quickly and have
a really good time
Sailing now… has become a passion and I’m in the middle of doing
my day skipper’s course. I don’t know if I’ll ever own my own boat
but I’ll go on others, maybe as crew on one of the transatlantic deliveries.
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HARRIET STEPTOE – Fifth Form

IZZY JAGGS – Upper Sixth

Harriet has been on Jolie Brise three times. This summer, she was
on the Tall Ships Cruise in Company along the Norwegian coast

Since joining Dauntsey’s in the Lower Sixth, she’s been to SAIL
Amsterdam – the largest free nautical event in the world, involving
50 Tall Ships.

My first impressions… were when I was about six years old, before
I joined the school. I was in a dinghy going past Jolie Brise and I
thought it was like a pirate ship – a really cool boat. When I actually
got on it last year I still thought it was big and I loved the wooden decks.
The best bit… was the Norway voyage. We did lots of night
sails. You’d wake up and find yourself anchored in a completely
different place. You had no idea where you were but it was beautiful
in the fjords. I liked meeting all the new people, of different ages.
The food is surprisingly good and everyone has a go. Everyone is
split into watches and does one day each on the food. It’s funny
when you’re going along and heeling over and you have to use
the cooker on gimbals.
The worst bit… There wasn’t one. I wasn’t even seasick. The
experience was just amazing.
I’ve learned… to get on with anybody. You learn to make friends
and get on with people really fast. When we did the Tall Ships race,
we were with crews of different nationalities and you bond with
them pretty quickly – you’re all sailing. There’s lots of teamwork
when you’re doing the ropes and everyone gets on with it.
Sailing now… I’ve fallen in love with it. My grandparents and my
dad sail a lot, so I do it with them. I’ll definitely do things like boat
deliveries when I’m older. I’ll do my day skipper and take a few more
qualifications after that.

My first impressions… were that I really didn’t understand how so
many people could sleep onboard but when you get inside it’s really
nice. At first I thought it was big but after spending ten days on it, it
wasn’t as big any more. We were bumping into each other and the
ceilings are quite low – I’m quite tall.
The best bit… was all of SAIL Amsterdam. Seeing all the boats
come in was fantastic. There was a huge Columbian ship and all of
its sailors were standing on every level of the mast – that was so
cool. During one part of the night sail, the sun was just setting and it
was calm and we played music – that was inspiring.
The worst bit… was at about three o’clock in the morning, when
both my other partners in the watch were seasick. I was the only
person who could do anything but we got through it. It was choppy
and I was steering into harbour and you really didn’t want to crash
into either side. There was quite a lot of pressure.
I’ve learned… that I really like sailing. I didn’t know a lot of the
people at the start of the Amersterdam trip but, by the end,
everyone was really bonded and I’ve kept up with them. I recently
went on an art trip on Jolie Brise, drawing the boat.
Sailing now… If I take a gap year I might well do a lot more. I’ve
done my powerboat level II. I was more into water-skiing but you
can’t really do that behind Jolie Brise! Well, you could try…

The Jolie Brise story
The sailing club was started around 40 years
ago by pupils, helped by a housemaster. They
put an ad in The Times looking for work in
exchange for sailing and this led to the use,
and then the gift, of Griffin II. Brought back
to school and refurbished, she later broke
free from her moorings in a winter storm
and was a total loss – but well insured.
At the time, Jolie Brise was owned by a
Portuguese family, the Labatos, and moored
at Lisbon. During the Portuguese revolution
in 1975, Luis Lobato gained permission to
take her out for a day sail – and kept going
until he reached London. For the next few
years she was moored in St Katherine Docks,
where Lobato’s children lived on board while
at school and then university.

Toby Marris, Head of Sailing

He was then keen to sell the boat to
someone who would teach young kids to
sail, which was how Jolie Brise had been
used in Lisbon. Labato approached Exeter
Maritime Museum, who knew Dauntsey’s
were looking for a boat. The museum put
up half the money and Griffin II’s insurance
paid the rest. A 20-year lease was agreed
but the museum went bankrupt in 1997 and
Daunsey’s bought their share from the receivers.
At much the same time, I was appointed
full-time head of sailing and it was decided
that the boat would be used commercially
when students were not being taught on it,
to help cover costs. Today, Jolie Brise is still
used to teach sailing and is regularly
chartered out.

Dauntsey’s

A closer look at…
Dauntsey’s and the Mercers’ Company
Rural Wiltshire couldn’t be more distant in spirit from
the cut and thrust of the City of London – but our historic
connection with the Mercers’ Company means that
Dauntsey’s has deep roots in these contrasting places

B

ack in the 16th century, Wiltshire lad
William Dauntesey went to London
to make his fortune in trade and
became Master of the Mercers’
Company. His will left his London properties
to the livery company and tasked them with
maintaining the school and almshouses that
his executors were to build in West Lavington.
Almost five centuries (and several reinventions
of the school) later, the City link is alive and
benefitting both the school and its pupils,
with financial support for major projects and
privileged access and insights into City careers.
Lucy Walsh-Waring is one of seven governors
nominated by the Mercers’, as specified in
William Dauntesey’s 1542 will.
“We support 17 schools, about half of them
independent, so we have a lot of experience
and we’re very hands-on at every level,” she
says. Her role as safeguarding governor
means regular visits and a close partnership
with Deputy Head Jane Upton on matters
relating to child protection. Other Mercers’

“The connection with the Mercers�
is woven through the school, both
in the fabric of the buildings and
the support and guidance they
provide to our community.”
Mark McFarland, Second Master

governors specialise in learning support and
other key aspects of the School.
The fabric of the School, too, is supported
– literally – by the Mercers’, which uses its
generous historic endowments to fund a
wide range of charitable causes.
Although they have no obligation to fund
Dauntsey’s, they recently donated £600,000
towards the new maths and geography
block and contributed £400,000 to the cost
of the science block in 2010.
“Most grants are smaller but we do like to
support our schools,” says Lucy.
One aspect of this is bringing state-funded
and independent Mercers’ schools together.
Pupils from Mercers’ academies in Sandwell
and Walsall have had the chance to sail on
the Jolie Brise, while Daunstey’s staged a
mini-Olympic athletic meeting involving
representatives of all the Mercers’ West
Midlands Academies.
The involvement doesn’t end there. As well
as lending their name (and contacts) to the
annual series of Mercers’ lectures, which in
2015/16 include talks from the likes of
Robert Winston, Kate Adie and Vince Cable,
they regularly invite the choir to sing in their
chapel – the Mercers’ is the only Livery Hall
to have its own.
Last summer saw a first – a joint project with
the Dauntsey’s careers department, which
saw a group of Sixth Formers invited to the

Dauntsey’s
West Lavington, Devizes, Wiltshire. SN10 4HE
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City, where they visited institutions including
Lloyds of London and Rothschild before
enjoying an evening mentoring reception
attended by Old Dauntseians and parents
who work in the City.

“Singing Evensong at Mercers’ Hall
was a wonderful opportunity. The
warmth of the acoustics and the
warmth of praise made for a very
memorable occasion.”
Gareth Harris, Director of Music

The Dauntsey’s connection with the Mercers’
lasts even after pupils walk through the school
gates for the last time. Dauntseians are entitled
to join the Guild of Mercers’ Scholars (a
voluntarily-run Guild in the City of London,
made up from alumni and associates of the
Mercers’ Company’s schools) – some under
an apprenticeship scheme while they are still
at school, most once they have left.
The networking opportunities are impressive.
As well as an annual dinner in one of the
City’s Livery Halls, events are held in the City
throughout the year.
“The Mercers’ are very much a family and so
is Dauntsey's,” says Lucy. “The links we have
forged over many centuries are as alive and
important in the 21st century as they were in
Tudor times.”

